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Chapter 1

Velika

It was morning at Orion’s house and he was just getting ready for school.
When he woke up, both of his older brothers, Theodoros and Velos, were
already eating breakfast. His sister, Xenia, was still sleeping. His father was
at sea fishing and his mother was buzzing around.

Orion grabbed a piece of thick-crusted bread. His hand was quickly
slapped away by his brother Velos.

Velos snapped, “That’s mine,”
“You already have some,” Orion retorted, annoyed.
“Well, tough. I want more,” Velos replied.
Orion’s mother stepped in and pushed them to their chairs.
“Velos, cut it out. Orion, hurry up and eat your bread. I don’t have time

for this.”
Orion tried to hide his grin. It would have been a different outcome

without his mother there. Orion was twelve years old and weighed 70
pounds. Velos was seventeen and 175 pounds. Both Velos and Theodoros
towered above him. Even his sister, Xenia, was taller.

Orion gobbled down his food, grabbed his knapsack and scrambled out
the door. His curly, dirty-blonde locks were still sticking up in funny
directions. His mother tried to kiss him on the way out the door but he
adeptly dodged by.

He always met his best friend, Calix, on the way to school by a small
cluster of olive trees. One day, Orion had watched his sister squeeze some
olives together and rub the oil on her face. She told him that it was to give
her skin a healthy glow. As his sister was quite beautiful, he thought the
girls in his class might notice him if he did this. So he tried it and he
showed Calix how to do the same. Now, whenever one had to wait for the
other, they would beautify themselves.

To date, the olive oil didn’t seem to buy them any attention from the
girls. They just figured the girls were shy. Besides, they both loved eating
olives.



Orion smiled when he saw his friend. Calix was facing the other
direction, carefully putting the crushed olives on his face.

Calix turned to Orion, “How do I look?”
“Like a God,” Orion answered. “Those poor ladies won’t be able to

concentrate in class today.”
They giggled.
On the way to school, they went through a small clearing. It wasn’t

anything special to look at. Yet it was anything but ordinary for two
reasons.

First, it had a large number of brightly colored poppies. There was a
very old story about poppies every Greek boy learned. Adonis, the ever-
youthful, beautiful son of a Syrian king, was killed a long time ago by a
ferocious boar. The goddess, Aphrodite, was so upset she created a striking
flower in his memory, the poppy. Some believed this was the burial site of
Adonis.

Second, this meadow had special meaning to the people of Velika.
Many years ago, axe-wielding invaders would periodically come in their
boats and raid the coastal villages of Greece, looting and killing—
destroying everything in their path. One day, the villages banded together to
form a rag-tag army. When the sea raiders came, the Greeks fought back.
The Greeks were not well-trained or well-armed; but it was the love for
their family and community that gave them the strength to defeat the
unwelcome invaders. The field of poppies was where that battle had taken
place.

Both Orion and Calix would imagine they were heroes in that battle.
They never talked about it; yet what they imagined was remarkably similar.
In fact, many other villagers likely fantasized something similar when they
went through this clearing.

They would imagine the battle between the villagers and the men from
the sea as a battle between good and evil. After an intense battle that saw
the Greek side losing, they would ride over the hill, weapons drawn and
charge. Their family and the villagers would be watching from behind the
battle lines, fearful for their homes and lives. The boys would smash the
enemy, turning the tide and winning the battle. The villagers, including their
school classmates, would proudly cheer their name, throwing flowers. At
night, a massive feast would be held in their honor.



Orion and Calix became so immersed in their daydreaming that, for
several seconds, they actually felt like heroes.

When they had reached the end of the field, they would have a few
moments of silence—after all, they had just won a major battle—then start
laughing again as if nothing had happened.

Orion and Calix made it to school. Their teacher, Mrs. Agathe, promptly
began the lesson. Mrs. Agathe was a strong woman. She showed little
emotion, ever. Orion and Calix were scared of her, as were most of the
students. This worked well for Mrs. Agathe, because the students listened to
her every word.

For her part, Mrs. Agathe was, in fact, very kind and loving. Her
husband had succumbed to illness years prior and she had been left to raise
her two children on her own. Though her students were scared of her, she
loved every one of them. She was particularly sympathetic to students who
struggled to fit in.

Today, the class was learning about geometry—circumference, radius,
how to calculate areas and so on. Mrs. Agathe divided the class into two
teams, each with a team captain.

The week before, she had a talk with the entire class about making sure
everyone was included and not to leave anyone out. She suggested if
students picked someone last for their team one time, the next time they
should consider picking them first. Today’s lesson had two goals. First, of
course, to teach geometry; but, perhaps just as important, to see if they’d
learned anything from her talk the week before.

Mrs. Agathe picked two team captains; Rhea, an outspoken, popular
blonde girl with light green eyes and Hagan, a shy, black-haired farmer’s
son. Each team captain had to pick six teammates.

“Jac,” Rhea began.
“Dacia,” Hagan said.
“Wade,” Rhea followed.
“Taavi.”
“Obasi.”
“Abbe.”
“Maria.”
“Octavia,” the others chimed in.
Orion and Calix looked at each other, with some discomfort. One might

have thought they would be used to being picked last by now. Mrs. Agathe



softly groaned in disappointment.
“Lachina.”
“Cade.”
It was Rhea’s pick next. She looked at Orion then Calix and back to

Orion. Finally, she rolled her eyes.
“Whatever, I don’t care.” she blurted out in feigned exasperation.
Mrs. Agathe frowned. “Rhea, that is rude and unacceptable.”
Rhea’s face turned red in embarrassment.
Mrs. Agathe voice was resigned: “Orion, you go on her team. Calix,

you go on the other.”
The two boys did as they were told.
Each team was shown a shape by Mrs. Agathe and they had to explain

how to calculate its area. Orion’s team went first. Mrs. Agathe showed them
a circle. The students huddled together.

Rhea spoke first.
“I know this. The formula to calculate the area of a circle is pi

multiplied by the diameter of the circle.”
Orion disagreed. “I think it’s pi multiplied by the square of the radius.”
Rhea gave Orion a skeptical look. “You’re wrong, Orion. It’s pi times

the diameter.” The other kids snickered.
Orion was fairly sure he was right but decided not to push it. After all,

this was Rhea.
“It’s pi times the diameter, Mrs. Agathe,” Rhea gave her team’s answer.
Mrs. Agathe said, “No, that’s close but not quite right. It’s pi times the

radius squared.
Rhea and the rest of her team looked at Orion, who blushed.
The game went on but, during the next round, the students, including

Rhea, gave Orion a little more respect. Mrs. Agatha saw this and smiled to
herself.

Calix, on the other hand, was not vocal in these group games. He was
content to listen to his teammates. Even when he knew the answer, he
wouldn’t say anything. It wasn’t that Calix was dumb; it was mostly that he
lacked confidence.

Mrs. Agathe gave the final score. “Rhea’s team 4 points, Hagan’s team:
3 points.” Orion’s team had won and he was quite proud of having played a
role in their win.



Mrs. Agathe then gave a thirty minute lecture on the various shapes and
their components, calculating areas and angles.

After that, it was lunchtime.
Finally, I’m hungry, Orion thought.
The students went outside to soak in the sun. Orion loved the warm

feeling of the sun on his skin. While the others played various sports,
pretending they were competing in the Olympic Games, Orion and Calix
lay on the grass and looked up at the clouds. They loved windy days the
most. It made the sky and clouds seem alive as they steadily drifted past. It
felt as though they were watching a gentle river with its waves gracefully
flowing by. They were looking at the home of the Greek Gods—Athena,
Hera, Poseidon, Artemis, Hermes, Hades and, of course, Zeus. It felt so
peaceful.

Orion also made sure he was within earshot of Rhea. He secretly
admired her, although he didn’t really know why. Maybe it was because of
her long, flowing blonde hair or he just liked listening to her voice. Right
now, she was talking about her baby cousin and how cute he was. Orion had
never had a real conversation with Rhea and yet, he felt he knew her well.
Given how much she talked and how often he would listen, he likely did
know her quite well. It was odd—the more she ignored him or was mean to
him, the more he liked her. He was convinced he might need some therapy
in the future.

Orion and Calix were not popular among the other students and were
basically outcasts. At certain ages, boys and girls can be quite mean. The
other kids did not really dislike them per se; they just didn’t really want to
hang out with them. Most of the others had already started puberty and
were growing taller by the week, while Orion and Calix were a bit late to
the party. It was OK, though. They always had each other for friendship.

After lunch, the children went back to class and continued on the theme
of geometry. Although he didn’t do very well in school, Orion loved
learning. He especially enjoyed hearing about the history of Greece and
about past battles. He loved what all other boys loved—adventures, battles,
magic, mythical creatures and princes and princesses. He was also very
curious about the nature around him—the animals, plants and sea life. His
mother thought the reason he didn’t do very well in school was probably
that he kept getting distracted. In reality, it was because he was too



interested in things, to the point he wanted to learn everything about
something and wasn’t satisfied to acquire only surface deep information.

After lunch, the students went in for a few more classes until they made
it to that last hurdle of the school day, what every student looks forward to
—the last class, also the most fun. In this class, students took turns
presenting some morsel of Greek history. It could be a story, a legend or
anything else, as long as it was Greek. These sorts of stories were an
integral part of Greek culture: though the land was made of a series of
independent city-states, the stories reinforced a sense of community and a
common bond.

At the beginning of the school year, everyone predictably told the
stories of Alexander III of Macedon, better known as Alexander the Great,
the greatest Greek military commander and ruler of all time. Because this
was later in the school year, students were becoming more creative with
their stories and choosing more obscure references.

The students watched Mrs. Agathe to see who she would pick.
“Calix. It’s your turn today. Are you prepared?”
Calix’s eyes lit up.
“Yes, Mrs. Agathe. I’m ready.”
“Go ahead, son.”
Mrs. Agathe had just made his day. He had prepared his story for at

least two weeks. He had heard this story from Mr. Floros, his elderly
neighbor and painstakingly memorized every detail.

Calix shuffled to the front of the class. His beaming smile grew wider
by the second. As if he knew he had to calm himself before beginning, he
took a deep breath and began.

“This is the legend of Pixotha.”
“Pixotha was a beautiful young princess. She had silky, smooth skin and

beautiful, golden-blonde hair. Every man in the Kingdom wanted to wed
her. Pixotha had a younger sister, Kalypso, who was the opposite of her in
most every way. Whereas Pixotha was tall, slender and beautiful, Kalypso
was short, overweight and had bad skin. As beautiful as Pixotha was on the
outside, she was ugly and mean on the inside, taking pleasure in others’
poor fortune and, as ugly and overweight as Kalypso was on the outside,
she was extremely kind and loving on the inside.”

Orion saw his classmates lean forward, straining to hear Calix. Even
Rhea and Mrs. Agathe were listening intently. Orion was proud of his best



friend. This was his moment.
Calix continued.
“Pixotha liked to play mean jokes on unsuspecting travelers.
“One day, she was feeling especially nasty. She had thought of the

perfect trick. Near the town, there was a patch of quicksand well-known to
the locals; however, it was not known to travelers who passed by.
Fortunately, the local townspeople had put up warning signs to steer
travelers away from the quicksand.

“Pixotha went down to the road and hid the signs. She then threw her
beautiful robe onto the quicksand and lay down on the road, as if she were
hurt. A young man soon came along and saw the beautiful princess. She
begged him to help, to which he, of course, obliged. He then saw her robe
lying on the quicksand. As the poor man stepped onto the quicksand, he
quickly began to sink. As he yelled for help, Pixotha doubled over and burst
into an evil laughter. Luckily, Kalypso heard the man’s yelling and came
running. She fetched a large branch and pulled him to safety. All the while,
Pixotha continued to laugh.”

The students leaned in closer. Calix had already told Orion this story on
the way to school earlier in the week, several times, to practice. It was,
indeed, a good story. Calix went on, his own excitement beginning to build
again.

“The young man thanked Kalypso and asked her if she could have any
wish granted, what it would be. Kalypso said she wished she was beautiful
and elegant like her sister.

“Well, as it turned out, the young man was the brother of the Erinyes,
also known as the Furies.” The Furies were the goddesses of retribution.

“When the young man told his sisters what had happened, they became
very angry. They descended upon the two sisters. They took away Pixotha’s
legs to show her what it felt like to not be able to walk freely, as their
brother had experienced in the quicksand. They took away her beauty but
left her long and slender. They took away her perfectly toned skin and
turned it green. They turned her into a snake. From then on, Pixotha could
be seen slithering through the grass, trying but never able to walk.”

Mrs. Agathe interrupted, temporarily forgetting herself, “What about
Kalypso?”

“Patience, Mrs. Agathe, patience,” he replied.



Mrs. Agathe held back a grin at letting herself be caught off-guard. She
felt as though she should be embarrassed but saw the humor in what just
happened.

Calix continued.
“They granted Kalypso her wish for incredible beauty. They turned her

into a butterfly. From then on, every summer, children marveled at her
colorful wings as she gracefully floated from one flower to another.”

The students all applauded. Calix had done a great job telling his story.
Mrs. Agathe liked stories such as this, where there was a good moral lesson.

The story made Rhea laugh. Hearing Rhea’s laugh made Orion smile.
He always thought she sounded a bit like a baby donkey when she laughed.

At the end of the school day, Orion and Calix packed up their
knapsacks, preparing to go home. As Orion waited for Calix, he saw Rhea
talking to one of her best friends, Cora, a dark-haired, tall, athletic girl.
Rhea and Cora were the most popular girls at school. They were always
chosen first for teams and usually at the center of any conversation. They
were also the teacher’s pets or so they thought.

They were barely audible. They seemed uneasy, especially Cora, who
was agitated.

“Mom and Dad were arguing last night for hours. Dad thinks that my
brother should sign up for the Greek Battalions. Mom thinks he’ll end up
hurt if he does or worse,” Cora said.

Rhea replied, “My cousin has already signed up. He thinks he’ll be
some kind of famous warrior if they defeat the Romans. My mom and dad
say he’s too young and will get himself killed. They think the Cities will
soon send large armies to defend Greece.”

The Roman Empire was due west of Greece and rapidly expanding.
There was concern by all Greeks that the Romans would soon turn their
attention to Greece. Though it was not typically spoken of loudly or openly,
the thought of it was on the minds of all Greeks. As a result, many Greek
families were signing up their teenaged sons for military duty to join the
Greek Battalions—massive armies based in the largest Greek Cities.
Orion’s own brothers, Theodoros and Velos, were signing up, apparently of
their own volition. While his mother put on an outwardly stoic façade, he
knew she was quite beside herself with concern. His father kept saying it
was their duty to defend Greece; but Orion could tell even his father was
worried.



Orion had heard, from his parents, Cora’s brother was being pressured
by their parents to join the Greek Battalions and it was causing a lot of grief
in her family. He wanted to comfort her and tell her things would be OK
and Greece, the nation fathered by Alexander the Great, the most powerful
man to have ever walked the Earth, was too magnificent to ever be
defeated.

He couldn’t—in part, because he didn’t know if it was the truth.
At that moment, Calix punched Orion in the arm and they left the

school to walk home.
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